Alternative approaches to hypertension

Introduction: Blood pressure regulation and hypertension

The body’s ability to maintain its blood pressure is vital to life. Chronic hypertension is a major coronary heart disease risk factor. Hypertension contributes to half a million strokes and more than a million heart attacks each year. The higher the blood pressure above the normal 120/80 mmHg, the greater the risk of heart disease. This condition is sometimes referred to as the silent killer, since people usually cannot feel the physical effects of high blood pressure.

There are two types of hypertension. Hypertension without an identifiable cause is categorized as essential or primary hypertension. When hypertension has a specific cause, such as in cases of kidney disease, it is considered secondary hypertension.

What is blood pressure? The pumping action of the heart must create enough force to push blood through the major arteries, into the smaller arteries, and finally into the tiny capillaries, where the porous walls permit fluid exchange between the blood and tissues.

Several common factors influence blood pressure. The nervous system helps maintain blood pressure by adjusting the size of the blood vessels and by influencing the heart’s pumping action. The kidneys assist in regulating blood pressure by adjusting mechanisms that change blood volume. For example, when blood flow to the kidneys is reduced, as would be the case in atherosclerosis, the kidneys set in motion actions that raise blood pressure by expanding blood volume and constricting surrounding blood vessels. Obesity is a contributing factor because excess body fat, especially central fat, can precipitate hypertension. Another reason could stem from the extra miles of capillaries through which blood must be pumped. Insulin resistance, which is associated with obesity, triggers the pancreas to produce more insulin to move glucose into cells. High blood insulin may signal the kidneys to retain sodium and may precipitate the development of hypertension. This may explain why hypertension is two to three times more likely to occur in people with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), which is characterized by insulin resistance, than the rest of the population.

The treatment of hypertension often focuses on weight loss, dietary changes, exercise and drug therapy. Aside from drug therapy, changes can be implemented by the individual as part of a therapeutic protocol.

For individuals with insulin resistance, consuming a consistent amount of carbohydrate, based on individual tolerance, as part of balanced meals, at regular times, is a good place to start. All simple sugars, refined foods and processed carbohydrates must be avoided. The details of such a plan can be explained and designed by a certified nutritionist.

Now we will explore some possible alternatives to treat this condition.

Prior to addressing what can reduce blood pressure, we should briefly address often overlooked contributing factors to hypertension.

Other than a poor diet, obesity, certain diseases, sedentary lifestyle and a genetic predisposition, there are several contributing factors to hypertension. Lifestyle factors, environmental factors and stress management all can play a role in hypertension. Adjusting and addressing each of these factors can play a strong part
in the non-pharmacological treatment of hypertension.

Lifestyle factors including smoking, alcohol and coffee consumption have been shown to increase blood pressure. Chronic alcohol consumption is a predictor of hypertension (1), and nicotine has been found to increase blood pressure (2). A study conducted in Paris, France, revealed higher systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels in coffee drinkers, compared to non-coffee drinkers, with levels rising in correlation to the amount of coffee consumed each day (3).

Environmental factors such as lead contaminated drinking water and cadmium toxicity have been shown to promote hypertension (4). Sources of lead exposure include lead paint, shooting ranges and water contamination via municipal water supplies or household lead pipes. Sources of cadmium include industrial commercial paints and cigarettes. The best safeguard against lead and cadmium toxicity is to remain acutely aware of their sources and avoid them when possible. In the event of lead or cadmium toxicity, a medical doctor knowledgeable in the art of heavy-metal poisoning can design a protocol to remove such metals.

How an individual handles stress can affect blood pressure. The groundwork for the modern meaning of stress was laid by Walter B. Cannon, a physiologist at Harvard University around the turn of the century. He described the fight-or-flight response as a series of biochemical changes that prepare one to deal with threats of danger. Hans Selye, one of the first major researchers on stress, described what happens in the body during the fight-or-flight response. He found that any problem, imagined or real, can initiate the fight-or-flight response, which results in an increase in heart rate, breathing rate, muscle tension and blood pressure. Stress reduction techniques from various disciplines of mind/body medicine such as biofeedback, meditation, yoga and relaxation exercises all have shown success in reducing blood pressure (5).

Exercise, diet, supplements and certain herbs can produce a hypotensive effect.

Reduction in body fat is one of the most effective and long-lasting treatments for hypertension. In fact, individuals on medication for hypertension may be able to have their doctor reduce the dose or, in some cases, discontinue the drugs if they lose weight. Weight control reduces the risk of hypertension, and even a modest reduction in body weight may significantly lower blood pressure. Not only does physical activity help with weight control, but moderate exercise, specifically aerobics, helps lower blood pressure directly. Back in 1990, a study in the Journal of the American Medical Association stated that those who engage in regular aerobic activity might not need medication for mild hypertension (263: 2766-2771).

Diet can be a powerful strategy to combat hypertension. An ideal diet would be one that is designed specifically for a patient. However, in general an anti-hypertension diet should include all essential nutrients; be rich in fiber; high in potassium, calcium and magnesium from vegetables, fruits, legumes, whole grains, low-fat dairy or dairy substitutes fortified to match the nutritional profile of dairy; low in sodium and saturated fat, with total fat from monounsaturated and polyunsaturated sources totaling 30 percent of calories; and conducive to weight loss. Such a diet supports the 1997 recommendations of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure. This diet, which was rigorously evaluated in the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) clinical trial, substantially lowered blood pressure in normotensive and hypertensive individuals (6). As noted in this diet, sodium is reduced. The association of a high sodium diet and high blood pressure has been established. However, there may be an even stronger incentive to reduce dietary sodium levels. In the Dec. 1, 1999 issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association,
researchers studied the relationship between dietary sodium and cardiovascular disease risk in overweight and non-overweight individuals. They concluded that high sodium intake is strongly and independently associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease and all cause mortality in overweight individuals (282: 2027-2034). However, remember that we are all biochemically unique, and one person’s food may actually be another person’s poison. It is important to consult a certified nutritionist to design an individualized diet.

The supplement coenzyme Q10 has been utilized to treat hypertension. Almost ten years ago, the department of medicine, Mt. Sinai Hospital and Medical Center in New York, reported in the Journal of Clinical Pharmacology that its cardiovascular importance is now being realized in clinical trials worldwide (7). In humans, a deficiency of coenzyme Q10 was found in 39 percent of patients with hypertension, compared to 6 percent of those with normal blood pressure. Providing these patients with 60 mg of coenzyme Q10 for eight weeks resulted in a 10 percent or greater decrease in blood pressure (8).

In a double-blind study, 20 hypertensive subjects with low serum coenzyme Q10 levels receiving 100 mg of coenzyme Q10 per day for 12 weeks showed a significant reduction in systolic and diastolic blood pressure (9).

In a 1994 study, 109 patients with known hypertension were given 225 mg of coenzyme Q10 daily, achieving a serum level of at least 2 mcg/ml. There was a decrease in systolic blood pressure from an average of 159 mmHg to 147 mmHg, while mean diastolic pressures dropped from 94 to 85 mmHg. Fifty percent of patients were able to decrease or eliminate their medication (10).

The mechanism by which coenzyme Q10 reduces blood pressure is not fully understood. However, in 1990 Digiesi and Cantini demonstrated a decrease in resistance of blood vessel walls (11). Further, clinical cardiologist Stephen Sinatra, MD, FACC, believes that this action may be secondary to an improvement in the metabolic function of the cells and that the antioxidant properties of coenzyme Q10 may help normalize cellular chemistry and promote optimal tone and compliance of the elastic vessel walls (12).

Magnesium levels have been found to be consistently low in individuals with hypertension (13). In one study, supplemental magnesium lowered blood pressure in 19 out of 20 hypertensives (14).

At the division of Hypertension and Nephrology, National Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Osaka, Japan, a study was conducted on the effects of magnesium supplementation on office, home and ambulatory blood pressure in patients with essential hypertension. Sixty untreated or treated patients (34 men and 26 women, aged 33 to 74 years) with office blood pressure greater than 140/90 mmHg were assigned to an 8-week magnesium supplementation period (400 mg) or an eight-week control period in a randomized crossover design. All of the blood pressures were lower during the magnesium supplemented period than in the control period. The results indicate that magnesium supplementation lowers blood pressure in hypertensive subjects, and this effect is greater in subjects with higher blood pressure (15).

In a similar study, the same researchers repeated the parameters using 1 gram of calcium per day. The results revealed a small decrease in home, office and ambulatory blood pressures during the calcium supplemental period(16).

Another study examined the possible hypotensive effects of calcium supplementation. Fifty-seven borderline and mild-to-moderate hypertensive patients received 1 gram of
calcium carbonate in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study for 14 weeks. The high calcium intake lowered systolic blood pressure by an average of 17 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure by 11 mmHg (17).

The mineral potassium also was found to reduce blood pressure. A 15-week randomized double-blind placebo controlled trial of oral potassium supplements was conducted on 37 patients who had mildly increased blood pressure and a normal dietary intake of sodium. The results revealed that moderate oral potassium supplements are associated with a long-term reduction in blood pressure in patients who have mild hypertension (18). Other studies yield similar results (19).

In a 1994 study in the *British Medical Journal* focused on 100 middle-aged and elderly men and women, the combination of dietary fiber, potassium and magnesium lowered the risk of high blood pressure (20).

The non-essential amino acid L-Taurine may exhibit hypotensive properties. However, the doses utilized to reap hypotensive results vary widely in the studies. One study suggests 6 grams of taurine per day in divided doses (21), while N. Kohashi, et al., suggested 1 to 3 grams per day back in 1983 in the *Japan Heart Journal*. Some researchers suggest that the reduced blood pressure may be due to taurine’s blunting of epinephrine levels and thus a reduction in signals from the nervous system. Others believe that taurine has been shown to assist in the cellular uptake of insulin, suggesting that this is a mechanism by which it may help reduce blood pressure (22).

Several herbs have been found to reduce blood pressure. Garlic has a mild blood pressure lowering effect (23). Forty-seven non-hospitalized patients with mild hypertension took part in a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trial conducted by 11 general practitioners. The patients who were admitted had diastolic blood pressures between 95 and 104 mmHg. The patients then took either a preparation of garlic powder (Kwai) or a placebo of identical appearance for 12 weeks. Significant differences between the placebo and the garlic group were found during the course of therapy. For example, the diastolic blood pressure in the group having garlic treatment fell from 102 to 91 mmHg after eight weeks and to 89 mmHg after twelve weeks. Serum cholesterol and triglycerides also were significantly reduced after eight and 12 weeks of treatment. In the placebo group, on the other hand, no significant changes occurred (24).

Hawthorn (*crataegus oxyacantha*) may have a mild blood pressure lowering effect (25). According to studies, it may dilate coronary vessels, inhibit angiotensin-converting enzyme, increase the functional capacity of the heart and possess mild diuretic activity (26).

The herb Coleus Forskohlii has a long history of use in Ayurvedic systems of medicine. Its primary active chemical component forskolin was discovered in 1974 by the Indian Central Drug Research Institute (27). Possible cardiovascular effects of the herb Coleus Forskohlii involve the lowering of blood pressure by increasing cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate) levels throughout the cardiovascular system, which results in relaxation of the arteries (28). Here is an example of how that may work. Forskolin may cause the activation of an enzyme called adenylate cyclase, which increases the amount of cAMP, an important cell regulating chemical, in cells (29). Normally, a stimulatory hormone such as adrenaline (epinephrine) binds to a receptor site on a cell membrane and stimulates the activation of adenylate cyclase. However, it has been postulated that forskolin bypasses this need for direct hormonal activation and as a result cAMP cellular levels rise. Such an increase in cAMP can result in relaxation of the arteries and other smooth muscles. Further studies have
demonstrated its blood pressure lowering characteristics (30).

Animal studies regarding maitake (Grifola frondosa) have shown the powerful hypotensive and cholesterol lowering actions of this dietary mushroom (31). After a cursory review of some studies, the Department of Medicine, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, in New York, called for further epidemiological evidence of the role of this functional food class (edible mushrooms) (32). They concluded that Grifola (maitake) mushrooms have various degrees of immunomodulatory, lipid-lowering, anti-tumor and other beneficial or therapeutic health effects without any significant toxicity.

In the final analysis, it is quite evident that alternatives to the pharmacological treatment of hypertension abound. However, it is important to note that all of the aforementioned substances should be discussed with your primary care physician prior to ingestion. Herbs, for example, can potentate the anti-hypertensive action of blood pressure medication, promoting complications. It is important to have regular blood pressure screenings and follow the advice of a primary care physician when confronted with the diagnosis of hypertension.

Current dose chart for some of the supplements in this article:

**Coleus Forskohlii**: The forskolin content of coleus root is typically 0.2-0.3 percent, therefore, the forskolin content of crude coleus products may not be sufficient to produce a pharmacological effect. To circumvent this, I recommend standardized extracts with a concentrated forskolin content. The current recommendation is 18 percent forskolin per 50mg capsule (= 9mg of forskolin), two to three times per day.

**Hawthorn**: standardized to contain 1.8 percent vitexin-4’-rhamnoside or 20 percent procyanidins, 100 to 250mg, three times per day.

Hawthorn in the dried capsule form (non-standardized), 3 to 5 grams, three times per day.

**Freeze dried berries**: 1 to 1.5 grams, three times per day.

**L-Taurine**: between 3 and 6 grams in divided doses per day, between meals (to avoid amino acid competition, as caused by proteinaceous molecules of food).

**Garlic**: total allicin potential of 4,000 mcg. (which is equal to approximately 1 clove of fresh garlic).

**Coenzyme Q10**: < 60 to 250 mg.

**Magnesium**: 400 mg.

**Calcium**: 1000 mg.

**Maitake**: 3 to 7 grams.
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